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Why do we need epoch reference frames?

Procedure
The computa on of global terrestrial reference frames at DGFI is based 
on the combina on of weekly or daily normal equa ons of the geode c 
space techniques VLBI, SLR and GNSS.  To ensure consistency between 
the classical mul -year (MRF) and epoch reference frames (ERFs), the 

processing is based on 
iden cal input data 
(Tab. 1). Fig. 4 shows 
the processing chain for 
both types of reference 
frame realiza ons.

Epoch reference frames
The new approach is based on a frequent (e.g., weekly) es ma on 
of sta on posi ons and EOP from a combina on of epoch normal 
equa ons obtained from VLBI, GNSS and SLR observa ons. The 
resul ng  me series of epoch reference frames (ERFs) are studied and 
compared with the conven onal secular approach. The sta on mo on 
parameteriza on of both approaches is illustrated in Fig. 3. 

Fig. 3: Sta on mo on parameteriza on of a secular (blue, con nuous linear) and an epoch reference 
frame (white boxes, discrete). The red line represents the regularized mo on of a sta on posi on, which 

is already corrected for conven onal models (e.g. Earth  des, ocean  de loading, ...).

Stability of epoch reference frames
We computed ERFs with diff erent  me resolu ons (7-, 14- and 28-
days) to inves gate the eff ect on their datum stability (see Tab. 2). 
As an example, Fig. 5 shows the  me series and the spectra of the 
x-transla ons derived from a similarity transforma on between the 
ERFs and the MRF. The stability of the solu ons depends strongly on 
the number, quality and distribu on of the local  es. The mean number 
of local  es for the diff erent sampling intervals is given in Tab. 3.

Fig. 4: Processing chain for classical 
MRF and ERFs.

Tab.1: Input data for both reference frame realiza ons (NEQ denotes normal equa on system).

Tab. 2: RMS [mm] of the 
transforma on parameter  me 
series a er the reduc on of the 

annual signal (see Fig. 5).

Fig. 5: Time series and spectra of the x-transla ons for selected 
GNSS sta ons of the combined ERFs w.r.t. the combined MRF.

LT-type7d14d28d
SLR-VLBI 123
GPS-SLR91214
GPS-VLBI81215

Tab. 3: Mean number of diff erent 
local  es (LT) in the 7-day, 14-day 

and 28-day solu ons.

Sampling of sta on mo ons

Fig. 6: Time series of residual sta on 
mo ons for GNSS sta on YAKT 
obtained from the three diff erent 
ERF solu ons and the daily GPS- only 
solu on (green curve).
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Characteris cs of diff erent TRF approaches
The characteris cs of the ERFs are compared with classical mul -year 
reference frames (see Tab. 4). 

Conclusions
This poster presents a new type of reference frame realiza ons, called 
epoch reference frames. This new approach allows to monitor all kind 
of non-linear sta on mo ons, which are caused by various geophysical 
phenomena and/or other eff ects. ERFs deliver the „real“ site posi ons 
at any epoch, which is not the case for secular frames. Another 
advantage is that the ERFs are available frequently (with short latency) 
to provide useful coordinates also a er abrupt posi on changes (e.g., 
due to large earthquakes). 
Thus, ERFs are an important supplement to classical ITRS realiza ons. 
However, challenges for the epoch combina ons are a stable datum 
realiza on and the integra on of the space techniques due to sparse 
networks (VLBI, SLR).

As an example, Fig.  6  
shows the residual 
mo ons for the GNSS 
sta on Yakutsk (YAKT), 
Russia. In total, four 
diff erent  me series 
are displayed: the daily 
GPS-only residuals and 
the three combined 
ERF residuals (7d, 14d, 
28d).
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Fig. 2: GNSS sta on Yakutsk (YAKT), Russia. Fig. 1: GNSS sta on Antofagosta (ANTC), Chile.
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MRFERF
stabilitylong-termshort-term

parameteriza on  coord. + const. vel.
    

coordinates at epoch ti 

es mated posi onsprecise (formal errors)accurate (geometry)
posi on latency> 2.5 yearsfew epochs
non-linear sta on mo onssuppressedfrequently sampled
sta on networkdensesparse (VLBI, SLR)
number of local  eshighlow, varying

7d14d28d
Tx3,83.22.3
Ty3,93.62.5
Tz8,16.45.6
Rx1,71.61.2
Ry2.21.81.4
Rz0.70.60.3
Sc3.32.61.9

TechniqueSolu on typeTime spanTemporal solu onReference
GPSconstrained solu on1994.0 - 2007.0daily (0h - 0h)Rothacher et al. (2011)
VLBIconstraint-free NEQ1994.0 - 2007.0daily (session-wise)Rothacher et al. (2011)
SLRconstraint-free NEQ1994.0 - 2007.0weeklyBloßfeld et al. (2013)

Tab. 4: Characteris cs of ERFs in 
comparison with MRF.

Mo va on
Current ITRS realiza ons are long-term reference frames (with 
coordinates and constant veloci es), which refl ect only secular 
sta on mo ons. The eff ects caused by various anthropogenic and/or 
geophysical phenomena (e.g., post-seismic deforma ons, loading, ...) 
can neither be expressed by such a linear model nor be reduced apriori 
by applying conven onal correc on models. As a consequence, the ITRF 
coordinates may not represent the “real” sta on posi ons accurately 
enough (see Fig. 1 and 2). To overcome this defi ciency, so-called epoch 
reference frames are introduced in this poster.

Below we give for both types of realiza ons some examples for scien fi c 
applica ons, such as the monitoring of various geophysical phenomena, e.g.:

MRF ERFs
- long-term changes- 28d: seasonal varia ons (e.g., loading)
- sea-level rise- 14d/28d: post-seismic deforma ons
- secular plate mo ons - 7d/14d: abrupt mo ons, short-term eff ects

+ EOP
+ gravity field
    coefficients
    (d/o 2)

+ EOP
+ gravity field
    coefficients
    (d/o 2)

Accumulation of technique specific NEQs

GPS-only TRF
(multi year)

VBL-only TRF
(multi year)

SLR-only TRF
(multi year)

geodetic datum


